
 
Qi Gong Level 1 Form 

Ready position, take time to breathe & center before starting form, maybe do some Constant Bear to warm 
up for a few minutes 

 
1) Empty Force 

Position 1- hands in front of lower dan tien (naval) 
- First: inhale hands float to side & exhale hands  back to center (open/close) 9X 
- Then: inhale hands reach out in front & exhale hands draw back toward naval 9X 

 
Position 2- start hands in front of shoulders, middle dan tien (heart) 

- First: inhale hands float out to side & exhale hands back to middle (open/close)9X 
- Then: inhale hands  reach out in front & then exhale pull hands toward middle dan tien 

(heart) 9X 
 
 
Position 3 – start hands in front of upper forehead upper dan tien (center of brain) 

- First: inhale hands float out to side then exhale hands back to center(open/close)9X 
- Then: inhale hands reach out in front of forehead, exhale palms move back in toward 

upper dan tien 9X 
 

2) Sky Hands 
Palms face each other in front of naval, inhale as hands rise up to frame the face, exhale arms 
go overhead palms face front, inhale arms open & lower to form “T” shape, exhale rotate 
palms down, RELAX SHOULDERS, lower hands in front of naval     9X 

 
3) Earth Hands 
                    Inhale straight arms float up parallel to ground in front of shoulders palms down,  

Hold breath & spiral arms inward 3 times, exhale lower arms in front of body & wrap   
around to ready position   9X 

 
4) Around the World 
                        Turn palms to front,  bend at elbows, forearms parallel to ground, 
                        Inhale Bring right hand on top, left on bottom holding a ball in front of body,   
         Exhale Turn to the left corner, inhale change hands/turning ball; now left hand on top, right  
         on bottom, exhale turn body to the right   (turn toward the direction the upper fingers are  
         facing)   Repeat 9X each side total of 18 rotations 
 
5) Push Hands 

Turn palms to front,  bend at elbows, forearms parallel to ground,  open/close 3X 
Inhale pull back just the right hand, hold breath and spiral the right hand 3x toward the left 
hand.  After 3rd

Inhale pull back just the left hand, hold breath and spiral the left hand 3X toward the right 
hand.  After 3

 spiral, pause, exhale and turn body to face left corner.   

rd

Repeat 9X on each side for total of 18 push hands. 

 spiral, pause, exhale as you turn body by pushing from the left palm into the 
right to turn your body to the right corner. 

 
 
 
                       continued. . .  
 
 
 



 
 
 
Closing Procedure: 
                        Hold a  ball in front of body and breathe at own pace, focusing on turning the  

Ball and making it smaller until hands are in front of lower dan tien.  Pause rotation, inhale and 
float hands in front of lower dan tien.   Exhale and stack palms on lower dan tien. 
Take 9 full, deep qi gong breaths feeling your hands gently going toward and away from the 
spine as you breathe deeply.  After 9 breaths to circulate the qi, massage belly from small to big 
spirals then big to small until you stop on naval.  Slowly lower hands and walk in place.  
 
 
 
 
TIPS 
Suggested to repeat each posture  9 times, 3 times if 9 is too hard in the beginning 
Remember to focus your mind on what you’re doing: press on qi 
RELAX knees, hips, shoulders, fingers, eyes & mind 
Keep a tall, straight spine even when turning from side to side 
The breath should be natural, not strained, quiet and always through the nose 
Set up a daily practice time so that it becomes part of your every day routine to attain the most 
benefit for mind and body 
HAVE FUN!  You should look forward to practicing, not dread it, so make sure you’re having 
fun!! SMILE as you practice : ) 
Wear loose, comfy clothes and shoes. 
Feet and body should always be warm so don’t practice where it’s too cold or windy. 

 


